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261-278) Labor and capital are the opposite poles of capitalist society ... which appears readily to
conform to the dispossessed condition of a proletariat. But the system of monopoly capitalism has ...
Labor and Monopoly Capital: The Degradation of Work in the Twentieth Century
FEDERAL Group is not saying whether it intends to sell off any of its 12 pubs, with the state
government’s proposed gaming policy set to significantly increase their capital value.
Property price boost predicted for state’s pokies pubs
In a new opinion piece published in Waste Dive on July 8, ILSR's Neil Seldman argues that Europe and the
U.S. "live in different recycling and wasting landscapes" and that the European model may not ...
In Waste Dive, ILSR Argues That the U.S. Can’t Directly Follow the European Model of EPR
TimesMachine is an exclusive benefit for home delivery and digital subscribers. Full text is unavailable
for this digitized archive article. Subscribers may view the full text of this article in ...
Capital and Labor.; THE WARS OF PEACE.
Labor or human capital is in limited and scarce quantity ... The realization that job flexibility is not
a monopoly of employers and neither is job security a monopoly of employees has led ...
Employability, the Labor Force, and the Economy
The remaining one-third is expenditure on capital and profits. Today the labor share is below 58% ...
then the market is an oligopoly. Back at the monopoly, the actual board game of Monopoly ...
Capital, Profits and Wages in 2021
Practitioners in the red-hot mergers and acquisition space have differing opinions on the potential
impact of a recent executive order by President Joe Biden calling for, among other things, added ...
'Chilling effect'? Finance pros differ on possible outcomes of Biden calls to rein in M&A
Karl Marx gave us an extraordinarily rigorous study of capitalism — not out of idle academic interest
but because he wanted to understand what structures would have to be overcome in order to win a ...
Karl Marx Loved Freedom
Goodbye, inflation scare. Hello, growth fears. A topsy-turvy week for the stock market is accompanied by
a change in the market narrative --- should investors believe it?
A crazy week for U.S. stocks came with a change in the market narrative — should investors believe it?
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But that's not all -- the Chinese government also has the power to break up its monopoly, and there is
still the possibility for new labor laws to mandate minimum wages for drivers, further eating ...
Is There Any Hope Left for DiDi Global's IPO?
iv As a result, such firms derive a great deal of value from proximity to skilled labor and knowledge
... this dynamic increases the inflow of capital to monopoly firms and the places in which ...
Rise & fall of Big Tech? UNC prof examines rise of monopoly power to possible breakup
China's efforts to rein in its homegrown tech giants gained new momentum on Thursday as its top
financial regulators launched a fresh salvo on the sector ...
Chinese Regulators Warn of Further Measures to Rein in Homegrown Tech Sector
Those who have borne witness to rapid shifts in thinking about monopoly power in ... concentration and
organized capital, including the decimation of organized labor and the rapid deregulation ...
How Washington got back into trustbusting
Monopolization is the story of investors directing their fortunes to companies who use that capital to
buy other companies ... to focus on “consumer welfare” (low prices) destroyed labor markets, ...
Cory Doctorow: Tech Monopolies and the Insufficient Necessity of Interoperability
Eleven of the men reportedly flew into the Dominican resort town of Punta Cana from Bogotá, the
Colombian capital ... He had clashed with labor unions that represent his 60,000 employees ...
Haiti requests US send troops after president’s assassination – as it happened
DiDi essentially holds a monopoly in China with control over ... ridesharing is still something of a
maverick industry. That means labor laws regarding whether or not drivers are employees or ...
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